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Cooking with the Essential 
Ingredients for Best Practices

The Essential Ingredients:

•Time

•Billing

•Collections
“It Doesn’t Need to be THAT Complicated”

- Fred Esposito



Essential Ingredient: Time

“Spend an hour sitting 
with an attractive view and 

it seems like a minute. Put your hand on a hot stove 
for a minute and it seems like an hour. 

That’s relativity.”  - Albert Einstein



“Famous Quotes”
•“Why record time?  I don’t have the time to enter my time, I 
have to service my clients, THAT is important.”

•“It’s an administrative headache.”

•“It doesn’t apply to my practice.”

•“Why does it matter?”

•“I can’t be bothered with trivial 
admin issues like time entry and rates.”

Essential Ingredient: Time



Why Should You Enter Time?
• Time entries are the “bread and butter” of what we do for 

our clients
• Valuable tool for communicating with clients
• Great tool for preparing Affidavit of Legal Services to get 

fees approved
• Building and affirming client relationships
• Communication, ethical obligations
• Economics

Essential Ingredient: Time



Why Economic Considerations?
•Time is the firm’s only inventory
•Work in Process (WIP) is the “mixing bowl” where all of 
our collective time inventory is kept
•Billable hours – Productivity! 
•Billable Hour Requirements–Fact or Fiction?
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Essential Ingredient: Time Entry

How Do Your Billable Hours Compare?

“I didn’t do it, nobody saw me do 
it, there’s no way you can prove 

anything. That’s my story and        
I’m sticking to it.”

- Bart Simpson



The Importance of Keeping 
Contemporaneous Time

Contemporaneous Time Statistics

•Studies show that attorneys who reconstruct their time 
weekly tend to lose 25% -30% of their time
•Attorneys who reconstruct their time on a monthly basis, 
tend to lose 55% - 70% of their time

Imagine the lost billable time?



Contemporaneous Time Statistics

Example:
•Attorney bills at $150/hr doesn’t capture 15 minutes a day 
•The attorney loses $37.50/day, $187.50/week, $750.00/month, 
$9000/year in lost billable time
•Multiply by 50 attorneys?  
•$450K per YEAR in lost billable time!  

It’s a very real number!

The Importance of Keeping 
Contemporaneous Time



Steps to Develop Contemporaneous Time Entries
•Start small
•Expect imperfection
•Use reminders
•Inspire yourself
•Remind yourself of the benefits of accurate timekeeping

The message is to “Boost Billable Hours!”

The Importance of Keeping 
Contemporaneous Time



Timekeeper Categories



“A” Students
•Always ahead of the curve
•Time entered daily
•Generally enter and release their own time
•Very Low maintenance

Timekeeper Categories



Pending Time Group
•90% of time is entered each week
•Require more frequent prompting to release their time
•Some maintenance and follow up required

Timekeeper Categories



Special Friends Group
•Usually missing several days of time
•Frequent follow up is required
•Ignore reminders
•Often too busy to enter/release their time

VERY High Maintenance!

Timekeeper Categories



Shoot Yourself in the Foot Group
•Work the billable hours, but for whatever reason do not 
always record all of their time
•Concerned billing/supervising attorney will think time is 
excessive
•Often sensitive to time taken to complete 
client assignments
•Will record LESS billable hours to stay 
off radar screen

Timekeeper Categories



New Rules:
•Attorneys must make the effort to be “A Students.”
•Why not enter your own time?
•ALWAYS record ALL billable time –”Shoot Yourself in the 
Foot Group” take heed!  

Billing attorney will decide what, if any billable time,
will be written down or written off.

Timekeeper Categories

“It is not the strongest of the species that survive, 
nor the most intelligent that survives. It is the one 

that is most adaptable to change.”  
–Charles Darwin



How Often Should Time Be 
Submitted?

DAILY!
Daily Time Submission:
•Allows you to capture more time. 
“Keep the mixing bowl full!”
•Enhances firm cash flow. 
“Keep the cash coming!”
•Minimizes the amount of billable time lost.



“Sometimes the questions are 
complicated and the answers are simple.”

Essential Ingredient: Billing



Essential Ingredient: Billing

Billing Recipes
• Clients judge firms by the quality of their legal work AND 

billings.
• Billing must be accurate.
• Billing must be prompt.

• Billing must be consistent in narrative and style.
• “Take as much from the “mixing bowl” as possible and 

turn it into something tasty and good for cash flow!”



Essential Ingredient: Billing

Billing Ingredients
• Prebills with complete and accurate time entries, billing 

and AR history, summary of AR write offs.
• “Mix in the bowl should be fresh and ready to bake!”

–Bill Everything Possible.



Essential Ingredient: Billing

Billing Ingredients
• “Splash” of opportunities for business development and 

good client relations tool. e.g. No Charge entries

• “Pinch” of profit 
– Monitor Realization 
– Monitor time write downs, time write offs, discounts 

and AR write offs
– Impact on client/timekeepers

• Final Billing –Best Impressions/Client Perceptions



Other Recipes for Increasing Revenues

• Consider Alternative Billing Arrangements
• Electronic Billing; facilitates cash flows
• Where possible, standardize billing formats
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“Everyone wants to be on a 
winning team but no one 

wants to come to practice.”   
- Bobby Knight

Essential Ingredient: Collections



Essential Ingredient: Collections

Loss Prevention-Oriented Procedures for Managing 
Aged Accounts Receivable (AR)

Retainer/Engagement Letters
•Clients find it harder to dispute bills if the firm has a signed 
letter which clearly states:

1. Scope of Representation
2. Billing rates
3. Handling of Disbursements
4. Billing and Collection procedures 



Essential Ingredient: Collections

Be Assertive and Aggressive!

•Do not allow unpaid bills to accumulate; set standards 
early in the client relationship by calling them upon notice 
of an unpaid bill
•Bill frequently; if work for a client is progressing rapidly, 
there is nothing wrong with billing more than usual –no 
hard and fast rule for having to bill only monthly

Send the Message to Clients …….
The Firm Fully Expects to Be Paid!



Some Common Perceptions Attorneys Have About 
Collections:

•Collection calls involve confrontation
– Collecting AR can be a positive experience and 

Promote client goodwill if a win-win approach is used
– Opportunity to express appreciation for the client 

business, identify concerns through active listening
– Improves overall client communication
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You Will Get Paid at the Same Time, Whether You Do 
Anything or Not. Why Bother with Collections?
• Train clients as to how we would like to be paid; define 

the collection process and live it!
• Professionalism, Courtesy, Factual
• Historically pursue collections and demonstrate firm 

expects payment upon receipt, firm will be paid more 
promptly than if the firm waits to be paid

Essential Ingredient: Collections



Collecting AR is an Event that Takes Place Infrequently
• Process begins at client intake and continues with every 

subsequent contact
• Clearly define, also very specific, as to what services are 

to be performed and amount to be paid
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We Might Injure Our Relationship with the Client and 
Lose their Business
•Pursuing collections in a professional manner can improve 
client relationships
•Unless client had no intention of paying, they shouldn’t be 
offended by the follow up

Essential Ingredient: Collections



Essential Ingredient: Collections

It’s Not Worth Pursuing an Old AR
• No matter how small an AR, there is tremendous value!

For sake of example:
• Assume firm margin is 40%; 

for every $1,000 collected, 
only $400 is profit

• In order to replace the profit realized on a $2,000 
receivable, firm would have to obtain new work totaling 
$5,000



Added Collection Tips
• Avoid sending stilted standard collection letters 

to clients
• Make communication with clients more personal 

by making a hand-written notation on a letter or 
reminder statement. –”Client Development!”
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Questions
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